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AGENDA FOR REGULAR MEETING 
VILLAGE OF TINLEY PARK 

ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 

 June 14, 2018 – 7:30 P.M. 
Council Chambers 

Village Hall – 16250 S. Oak Park Avenue 
 

Regular Meeting Called to Order 
Pledge of Allegiance 
Roll Call Taken 
Communications 
Approval of Minutes: Minutes of the May 24, 2018 Regular Meeting  
 
Item #1 PUBLIC HEARING: RUSSELL- 7289 174th PLACE-FENCE VARIATION  
 

Consider recommending that the Village Board grant the Petitioner, Stephanie and Matthew 
Russell the following variations: 
 

1. A fence variation from Section III.J (Fence Regulations), where a four foot (4’) open 
design fence is not permitted in the required secondary front yard by more than ten 
feet (10’). 

 
2. A variation from Section III.H.1 (Permitted Encroachments), where a deck is not 

permitted in the required secondary front yard and set back a minimum of five feet 
(5’) from any property line. 
 

These Variations would allow the Petitioner to install a four foot (4’) high open design fence 
with additional six inch (6”) high posts and a 435.5 square foot deck to both encroach 
thirteen feet (13’) into the secondary front yard and be located four feet (4’) from the west 
property line in the R-4 (Single-Family Residential) zoning district, located at 7289 174th 
Place. 
 

Good of the Order 
Receive Comments from the Public 
Adjourn Meeting 
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MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE  
ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS, VILLAGE OF TINLEY PARK, 
COOK AND WILL COUNTIES, ILLINOIS 

 
May 24, 2018 
 

 
 

The Regular Meeting of the Zoning Board of Appeals was held in the Council Chambers at the Village of 
Tinley Park, 16250 Oak Park Avenue on May 24, 2018 at 7:30 p.m. 
 
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 
 
ROLL CALL 
 
Zoning Board Members:   Robert Paszczyk 
     James Gaskill Sr. 

Jennifer Vargas 
Steven Sepessy, Acting Chairman 

 
Absent Zoning Board Members:  James Fritts 

Donald Bettenhausen 
 

Village Officials and Staff:  Kimberly Clarke, Planning Manager 
Dan Ritter, Senior Planner 

     Barbara Bennett, Commission Secretary  
 
Guest:    Gregory Roberts, Petitioner  
 
CALL TO ORDER 
 
STEVEN SEPESSY, Acting Zoning Board of Appeals Chairman called to order the Regular Meeting of 
the Zoning Board of Appeals on May 24, 2018 at 7:30 p.m. A Motion was made by ZONING BOARD 
MEMBER PASZCZYK, seconded by ZONING BOARD MEMBER GASKILL, to open the regular 
meeting of the Zoning Board of Appeals at 7:30 p.m.   
 
COMMUNICATIONS 
 
None at this time. 
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
 
Minutes of the April 26, 2018 Zoning Board of Appeals Meeting was presented for approval. A Motion 
was made by ZONING BOARD MEMBER GASKILL, seconded by ZONING BOARD MEMBER   
PASZCZYK, to approve the Minutes as presented. The Motion was approved by voice call. ACTING 
CHAIRMAN SEPESSY declared the Minutes approved.  
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TO:   VILLAGE OF TINLEY PARK PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

FROM:  VILLAGE OF TINLEY PARK ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 
 
SUBJECT:  MINUTES OF THE MAY 24, 2018 REGULAR MEETING OF THE ZONING 

BOARD OF APPEALS 
 

Item #1              PUBLIC HEARING: JENNIFER & GREGORY ROBERTS - 17031 Woodstock Drive  
  - FENCE VARIATION  

 
Consider recommending that the Village Board grant the Petitioner, Jennifer & Gregory 
Roberts, the following Variation: 
 
A one foot (1’) height Variation from Section III.J.3, where the maximum allowable height 
for a fence within the secondary front yard is four feet, six inches (4’ 6”) to the top of the 
posts and four feet  (4’) at the top of the panel when measured from grade; and be of open 
style design. 

 
Zoning Board Members:   Robert Paszczyk 
     James Gaskill Sr. 

Jennifer Vargas 
Steven Sepessy, Acting Chairman 

 
Absent Zoning Board Members:  James Fritts 

Donald Bettenhausen 
 

Village Officials and Staff:  Kimberly Clarke, Planning Manager 
Dan Ritter, Senior Planner 

     Barbara Bennett, Commission Secretary  
 
Guest:    Gregory Roberts, Petitioner 
     
 
A Motion was made by ZONING BOARD MEMBER PASZCZYK, seconded by ZONING BOARD  
MEMBER VARGAS, to open the Public Hearing of the a one foot (1’) height Variation from Section 
III.J.3, where the maximum allowable height for a fence within the secondary front yard is four feet, six 
inches (4’ 6”) to the top of the posts and four feet (4’) at the top of the panel when measured from grade; 
and be of open style design.  The Motion was approved by voice call.  ACTING CHAIRMAN SEPESSY 
declared the Motion approved.  
 
ACTING CHAIRMAN SEPESSY noted that Village Staff provided confirmation that appropriate notice  
regarding the Public Hearing was published in the local newspaper in accordance with State law and 
Village requirements.   
  
ACTING CHAIRMAN SEPESSY requested anyone present in the audience, who wished to give testimony, 
comment, engage in cross-examination or ask questions during the Public Hearing stand and be sworn in. 
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DAN RITTER, Planner stated the Petitioner is requesting a Variation of the Zoning Ordinance to a one foot 
(1’) height Variation from Section III.J.3, where the maximum allowable height for a fence within the 
secondary front yard is four feet, six inches (4’ 6”) to the top of the posts and four feet (4’) at the top of the 
panel when measured from grade; and be of open style design. The Variation will allow the Petitioner to 
construct a new five foot (5’) tall privacy fence with additional six inch (6”) posts to be located ten feet 
(10’) into in the required secondary front yard. 

MR. RITTER displayed an image of the existing site in Fairmont Village Subdivision which is 
characterized with large open lots.  Most of the properties in this subdivision do not have fences.  Properties 
that back up to 80th Avenue and 171st St. have fences as a buffer.  The existing property does not currently 
have a fence and the corner lot adjacent to the property does not currently have a fence.  The subject lot is 
10,857 SF which is bigger than the 10,000 SF minimum that are most of the lots in the subdivision.  The 
corner lots in this subdivision are larger.  The Petitioner is requesting going out 10’ into the secondary front 
yard with a 5’ privacy fence.  At that location he could get administrative approval for a 4’ open design 
fence at his proposed location.  If he wanted the privacy fence he could push it back to the house building 
line to have up to a 6’ privacy fence. These code compliant options were presented to the petitioner but 
decided to pursue a variation instead.  He is asking for privacy and to expand the back yard as much as 
possible. The side yard currently has electrical boxes in the corner of the property.  The patio and the play 
set are also in the side yard where the fence would be. 
 
MR. RITTER displayed an overhead view of the subdivision and explained there are 14 corner properties.  
#1-5 and #7-13 have no fencing at the secondary yard.  #6 has a four foot open design fence with a hedge 
row for privacy, it comes out 10’ and meets the administrative approval.  #14 has a Six foot open design 
fence approved with Variation in 1999.  The justification for this approval was that it is a through lot with 
two busy roads nearby.  The neighboring property on the back side does not have a fence and would also 
likely request a variation in the future if this one was approved.  If this is approved it will set the tone for 
the neighborhood and other similar corner lots that do not have a hardship in regards to their property. 
 
MR RITTER presented the Standards for Variation as noted in the Staff Report.   

1. The property in question cannot yield a reasonable return if permitted to be used only under 
the conditions allowed by the regulations in the district in which it is located. 

a. The subject parcel can still yield a reasonable return under the conditions of the district 
it is located. Under the current Zoning District, the Applicant is allowed to encroach 
into the secondary front yard by ten feet (10’) with a four foot (4’) tall fence (with 
additional 6 inch posts) that is of open style design. If the desire is to have more privacy, 
then a six (6) foot privacy fence can be constructed at the required setback. In either 
scenario the location of the fence will not limit the owner’s ability to yield a reasonable 
return on their property. 

2. The plight of the owner is due to unique circumstances. 
a. The subject property is not unique. It is a corner lot that exceeds ordinance minimum 

lot size requirements and was platted with additional lot width to accommodate corner 
front yard setback requirements. 

3. The Variation, if granted, will not alter the essential character of the locality. 
a. The Variation, if granted, will alter the essential character of the locality. The majority 

of other corner lot properties in the neighborhood do not have any fencing or have 
fencing that meet the current code required setbacks. The existing lot is similar to other 
corner lots in the neighborhood including parcels immediately adjacent to the subject 
parcel. The granting of a variation will establish a precedence that may result in 
additional Variation requests throughout the subdivision. 
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Additionally, the Zoning Board of Appeals shall also, in making its determination whether there are 
practical difficulties or particular hardships, take into consideration the extent to which the following facts 
favorable to the Petitioner have been established by the evidence: 

a. The particular physical surroundings, shape, or topographical condition of the specific 
property involved would result in a particular hardship upon the owner, as 
distinguished from a mere inconvenience, if the strict letter of the regulations were 
carried out; 

b. The conditions upon which the petition for a Variation is based would not be applicable, 
generally, to other property within the same zoning classification; 

c. The purpose of the Variation is not based exclusively upon a desire to make more 
money out of the property; 

d. The alleged difficulty or hardship has not been created by the owner of the property, or 
by a previous owner; 

e. The granting of the Variation will not be detrimental to the public welfare or injurious 
to other property or improvements in the neighborhood in which the property is 
located; and 

f. The proposed Variation will not impair an adequate supply of light and air to an 
adjacent property, or substantially increase the congestion in the public streets, or 
increase the danger of fire, or endanger the public safety, or substantially diminish or 
impair property values within the neighborhood. 
 

ACTING CHAIRMAN SEPESSY requested questions or concerns from the Commissioners.  There were 
none. 
 
ACTING CHAIRMAN SEPESSY requested a presentation from the Petitioner. 
 
Gregory Roberts, Petitioner noted his property was allotted more area for back yard space.  He is trying to 
take advantage of this space.  He has children and a dog he would like to keep in the yard safely.  The fact 
that few corner lots have fences should not be a consideration.  He stated the options presented would allow 
him to put a 6’ fence off the back of the house or come out 10’ and put a 4’ fence up.  Neither of these 
options would match up to the height of his neighbor’s fence.  If the fence was a different height the 
aesthetics would be negative.  He stated he does not feel he has a true corner lot as he has a curve with no 
cross traffic around the lot.  There is no stop sign.  Traffic concerns are minimal.  The tree in the front yard 
sticks out further than a fence would.  He would be willing to put in a 50% open design fence but would 
want the 5’ rather than the 4’ due to the fact that he has 3 small children and would like to keep people out 
of his yard.  He also has a large dog and a 4’ fence would not contain him.   
 
COMMISSIONER VARGAS stated she was happy that he would be willing to do the open design fence.   
 
ACTING CHAIRMAN SEPESSY requested comments from the Public.   
 
Mathew Cruikshank, next door neighbor stated he has no objections to the fence.  He noted he would be 
willing to help him install the same type of fence he has around his yard which is an open design 5’ fence 
and feels this would look the best.   
 
COMMISSIONER PASZCZYK asked if the neighbor’s fence is 5’.  Mr. Cruikshank replied it is mostly  
5’. 
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ACTING CHAIRMAN SEPESSY asked what the plan was for the ComEd box in the back.  Mr. Roberts 
noted he would be putting a gate in the area next to the ComEd box.   
 
MR. RITTER noted it would be possible to step the fence to keep it 4’ open design and go higher to 5’ or 
6’ as it gets out of the secondary yard as an alternative option that also meets the code.  Mr. Roberts replied 
this would not be aesthetically pleasing.   
 
ACTING CHAIRMAN SEPESSY asked if the Petitioner was planning on making the fence the same as 
his neighbor’s.  Mr. Roberts replied, yes that was the plan.   
 
MR. RITTER noted the Petitioner was also planning on putting a pool in the back yard and he would not 
be able to put the pool in the 10’ area unless he wanted to come back for another Variation.  Regarding the 
hardship, it must be related to the property, not changing conditions like  kids or a dog.   
 
Mr. Roberts noted he has signatures from the neighbors that agreed there are no objections to this fence.  
Mr. Cruikshank stated he believed personal hardships also need to be considered. 
 
A Motion was made by ZONING BOARD MEMBER PASZCZYK, seconded by ZONING BOARD 
MEMBER GASKILL, to close the Public Hearing.  The Motion was approved by voice vote.  ACTING 
CHAIRMAN STEVEN SEPESSY, declared the Motion approved. 

 
A Motion was made by ZONING BOARD MEMBER PASZCZYK, seconded by ZONING BOARD 
MEMBER VARGAS to recommend that the Village Board grant the following Variation to the Petitioner, 
Jennifer and Gregory Roberts:  

A one foot (1’) height Variation from Section III.J.3.a.1 (Fence Regulations) of the Zoning Ordinance, to 
permit a five foot (5’) tall 50% open design fence with additional six inch (6”) posts to extend up to ten feet 
(10’) into the required secondary front yard at 17031 Woodstock Drive in the R-3 (Single-Family 
Residential) Zoning District, consistent with the List of Submitted Plans as attached herein and adopt 
Findings of Fact as proposed by Village Staff, and as may be amended by the Zoning Board of Appeals at 
this meeting.” 

COMMISISONER VARGAS noted she wanted to make it clear that the decision on the Variation has to 
follow the property not the kids and the dog.  

COMMISSIONER GASKILL noted if this is approved with no clear hardship it will open this up to every 
property in the neighborhood and in the Village.   

ACTING CHAIRMAN SEPESSY noted the 10’ will allow the Petitioner to put a shed or pool in his yard.  
Every situation and property is unique in their layout 

COMMISSIONER VARGAS noted an open style fence projecting out 10’ would be aesthetically preferred 
for this area.   

ACTING CHAIRMAN SEPESSY asked for a vote.   
 

AYES:  PASZCZYK, VARGAS AND ACTING CHAIRMAN SEPESSY. 
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NAYS:  GASKILL 

ACTING CHAIRMAN, STEVEN SEPESSY declared the Motion approved. 

This will go to the Village Board on June 5, 2018.   

GOOD OF THE ORDER:   

MR RITTER noted: 

1. New Software contractor has been chosen and is moving forward. 
2. Paula is working on Legacy Code updates. 
3. Oak Park Playbook has been approved by the Village Board. 
4. South Street applications are being reviewed. 
5. Request for a time change for the Zoning Board to 7:00.  All attending Commissioners agreed 

and Mr. Ritter noted he would also send emails to the other Commissioners for their approval. 
6. COMMISISONER PASZCZYK asked for compass flags to be put on photos, maps and 

diagrams in the future.   

RECEIVE COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC 

None at this time. 

ADJOURNMENT 
 
There being no further business, a Motion was made by ZONING BOARD MEMBER PASZCZYK,                      
seconded by ZONING BOARD MEMBER VARGAS, to adjourn the Regular Meeting of the Zoning Board 
of Appeals of May 24, 2018 at 8:25 p.m. The Motion was unanimously approved by voice call. ACTING 
CHAIRMAN, STEVEN SEPESSY declared the meeting adjourned. 
  



ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS  
STAFF REPORT  
June 14, 2018 
 
Stephanie and Matthew Russell – Fence & Deck Variances 
7289 174th Place 
 

 
 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
The Petitioner, Stephanie and Matthew Russell, located at 7289 174th Place, seeks the 
following Variations: 

 
1. A fence Variation from Section III.J (Fence Regulations), where a four foot (4’) high 
open design fence is not permitted in the required secondary front yard by more than 
ten feet (10’). 

 
2. A Variation from Section III.H.1 (Permitted Encroachments), where a deck is not 
permitted to be located in the required secondary front yard and set back a minimum 
of five feet (5’) from any property line. 

 
These Variations would allow the Petitioner to install a four foot (4’) high open design fence 
with additional six inch (6”) high posts and a 435.5 square foot deck to both encroach 
thirteen feet (13’) into the secondary front yard and be located four feet (4’) from the west 
property line in the R-4 (Single-Family Residential) zoning district, located at 7289 174th 
Place. 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
Petitioner 
Stephanie and  
Matthew Russell 
 
Property Location 
7289 174th Place 
 
PIN 
27-25-418-008-0000 
 
Zoning 
R4 (Single-family) 
 
Approvals Sought 
Fence Variance 
Deck Variance 
 
 
 
 
 
Project Planner 
Daniel Ritter, AICP 
Senior Planner 
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EXISTING SITE & HISTORY 
 
The subject site is located in the Sundale Hills Subdivision which is an older subdivision, originally developed on 
smaller lots and most without garages. The site is a “through-lot” boarded on three sides by roadways (174th Place to 
the north, 175th Street to the south and Odell Avenue to the west).  

The lot has an existing six foot (6’) high open design fence that extends to the western property line in the 
secondary front yard. There is also a fence portion that extends from the detached garage that fronts Odell Avenue 
to the property line (proposed to be removed). The existing fence has deteriorated, is not structurally sound and 
now requires replacement. The current fence situation has created visibility concerns from the Petitioner’s private 
driveway and at the intersection of 175th Street and Odell Avenue. Bushes previously planted in the public right-of-
way also create additional visibility concerns from the property. While the majority of the subdivision has a sidewalk, 
the side of this street does not currently have one, but sidewalk could be installed at that location in the future and 
would likely be located were the bushes exist currently. 

The existing home has a door off of the west side of the house that leads to an existing unpermitted deck and 
connects to the detached garage. There is no backdoor on the house, and the side door is the primary access to the 
backyard of the property. The existing deck was illegally installed without a permit by the previous owner of the 
property. It is believed that the deck construction occurred within the last six (6) months to a year, but before the 
current Petitioner owned the property. That deck extends thirteen feet (13’) from the house into the secondary front 
yard and is four feet (4’) from the property line. 

 
 

 

Fence portion 
to be removed. 
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ZONING & NEARBY LAND USES 
 

The subject property (outlined in red in the graphic to the 
right) is a corner lot within the Sundale Hills Subdivision 
zoned R-4 (Single-Family Residential). Properties surrounding 
the subject parcel are zoned R-4 (Single-Family Residential) 
except to the south across 175th Street which is zoned R6 PD 
(Medium Density Residential). The subject parcel is 7,500 
square feet which is smaller than the required minimum lot 
size of the zoning district of 8,000 square feet and corner lot 
size of 10,000 square feet. This lot is similar in size and design 
to other corner lots in the neighborhood and with older 
subdivisions throughout the Village. Unlike newer 
subdivisions, the corner lots of these older subdivisions were 
not designed larger and thus have less space in the rear yard 
of the property. While there is less backyard space and the 
subdivision is denser than a newer subdivision, this is common in most of the older subdivisions in Tinley Park. 

 
Many corner lots in the neighborhood have fences that extend into the secondary front yard. Most properties have 
four foot (4’) high open design fences, but a few have older six foot (6’) fences. These nonconforming fences do create 
aesthetic and visual concerns throughout the neighborhood. This neighborhood is an example of some of the reasons 
the code was changed to its current regulations. Only one fence in the immediate area extends further than ten feet 
(10’) into the secondary front yard and that fence is older and unpermitted. No immediate properties have decks or 
accessory structures that have been approved in the secondary front yard. The visibility and aesthetic concerns 
with corner fences are even more relevant in denser neighborhoods such as Sundale Hills. Non-conforming 
fences are required to come into conformance with the current code when they are replaced. The hope is that 
over time, as they come into compliance, the visibility and aesthetic concerns will be corrected. 
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After months of discussion between the ZBA, Plan Commission and Community Development Committee, the Village 
Board adopted an ordinance in January 2018, amending the fence regulations in Section III. J regarding fences within 
a required secondary front yard. This was a departure from the previous Code which was not uniformly enforced, 
resulted in many non-conforming fences, created visibility concerns and aesthetic streetscape issues. It was known 
when adopting these newer regulations that many existing fences would become legal non-conforming and would 
be required to come into conformance with the current codes when replacement is necessary. The hope was that 
over time, as they come into compliance, the visibility and aesthetic concerns will be corrected. The attached Staff 
Exhibit (A) indicates a timeline of the corner fence Variation history. It is important to note that no previous fence 
codes permitted a fence to extend further than ten feet (10’) into the corner side yard. 
 
VARIATION REQUESTS 
 
The Petitioner is requesting two (2) Variations that 
are interrelated. First, a Variation from the Zoning 
Code to construct a new four foot (4’) high 50% open 
design wood fence with posts that extend six inches 
(6”) above the fence panels and encroaches into the 
secondary front yard by thirteen feet (13’). This fence 
would run from the house by being attached to the 
existing illegal deck for approximately 49.5 feet in 
length, then continue on that same line until it hits 
the driveway and connects to the garage.  
 
The second Variation is to allow the illegally 
constructed deck to be located in the secondary 
front yard. Decks are prohibited in the secondary 
front yard and are not permitted to be closer than 
five feet (5’) to any property line, in any situation. The 
deck extends into the secondary front yard by 
thirteen feet (13’) and would be located four feet (4’) 
from the property line. As part of the proposed work, 
the Petitioner is removing the fence portion coming 
from the southern portion of the garage. 
 
Fence 
The existing fence situation on the subject property 
and the surrounding neighborhood creates 
visibility/safety concerns and a poor aesthetic 
appearance of the streetscape. The Petitioner’s 
proposed fence line would be slightly better than the 
existing situation, but it continues to perpetuate the 
visibility and aesthetic concerns. These concerns 
would become even more apparent when sidewalk 
is installed along the roadway and there would be 
even less from the driveway to the sidewalk. Staff is concerned about setting a precedent for future requests and 
creating a situation that only perpetuates the visibility and aesthetic issues that were expected to be 
corrected over time by the most recent code change. A four foot (4’) high 50% open design fence would be 
permitted to extend ten feet (10’) into the front yard with an administrative approval. This administrative 
approval allowance is the recommended fencing situation for a corner lot setup looking for additional 
backyard space. By remaining open design and only extending ten feet (10’) into the secondary front yard, it 
creates an attractive streetscape appearance and does not block visibility at the street or from private 
driveways. It also provides additional space when a sidewalk is installed in the right-of-way in the future. 
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Since the existing unpermitted deck extends thirteen feet (13’) into the secondary front yard, it would not be able to 
be enclosed by an administratively approved fence, which is the Petitioner’s reasoning for requesting the additional 
three feet (3’) extension of the fence into the front yard. According to the Standards for a Variation, a hardship shall 
be related to the physical attributes of the property and not caused by the property owner or previous property 
owners. Due to the deck being caused by the previous owner and visibility concerns, the requested fence 
Variation does not meet the Standards and should only be permitted to be located to be constructed following 
the code requirements. 
 
Deck 
Similar to the fence, the deck Variation request was specifically caused by a previous owner of the property and should 
be reviewed as if it does not currently exist. If the proposed “low-profile” deck was entirely located within the area 
permitted to be enclosed by the four foot (4’) high open design fence, it would be significantly screened from view 
from the public right of way and would not cause a visual obstruction at the proposed height and location. If the deck 
is not reduced in width to ten feet (10’), then the Variation for its location and distance from the lot line, will not meet 
the applicable standards. In order to accomplish being located within a legally fenced area, the deck would 
need to be adjusted to have at least three feet (3’) in width removed from it. The result of doing so would be 
that only one Variation for the deck to extend ten feet (10’) into the required secondary front yard would be 
needed; the Variations for the fence encroachment and the deck setback would not be needed. The work 
necessary to make the deck only ten feet (10’) in width would also allow proper code inspections take place 
and ensure the deck is constructed correctly and safely.  
 
STANDARDS FOR A VARIATION 
 
Section X.G.4 of the Zoning Ordinance states the Zoning Board of Appeals shall not recommend a Variation of the 
regulations of the Zoning Ordinance unless it shall have made Findings of Fact, based upon the evidence presented 
for each of the Standards for Variations listed below. The Zoning Board of Appeals must provide findings for the first 
three standards; the remaining standards are provided to help the Zoning Board of Appeals further analyze the 
request. Staff has prepared draft responses for the Findings of Fact based on the information supplied by the 
Petitioner and the information researched by Staff.  The ZBA may accept, delete, or amend the following Findings 
based on information provided during the Public Hearing and enter them as part of the record. 
 

1. The property in question cannot yield a reasonable return if permitted to be used only under the 
conditions allowed by the regulations in the district in which it is located. 
a. The subject parcel can still yield a reasonable return under the conditions of the district it is located. Under 

the current Zoning District, the Applicant is allowed to encroach into the secondary front yard by ten feet 
(10’) with a four foot (4’) tall fence (with additional six inch (6”) posts) that is of open style design. If the 
desire is to have more privacy, then a six foot (6’) privacy fence can be constructed at the required setback 
and may have a gate to allow access to the backyard. In either scenario, the location of the fence will not 
limit the owner’s ability to yield a reasonable return on their property. 

 
b. The deck was constructed illegally and did not exist prior to 2017. A deck is not required to yield a 

reasonable return and the property has yielded returns without the deck since it was constructed. 
 

2. The plight of the owner is due to unique circumstances. 
a. The subject property is not unique. It is a corner lot that meets the minimum lot size requirements of the 

zoning district and is subject to the same secondary front yard fence setback requirements as other corner 
lots. The hardship for the fence request is based upon a situation caused by a previous property owner and 
not unique circumstances. 
 

b. The subject property is not unique. It is a corner lot that meets the minimum lot size requirements of the 
zoning district and is subject to the same secondary front yard accessory structure setback requirements 
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as other corner lots. The deck does not need to extend closer than five feet (5’) to the property line nor does 
it need to extend outside of the area that is permitted to be fenced. 

 
3. The Variation, if granted, will not alter the essential character of the locality. 

a. The Variation, if granted, will alter the essential character of the locality. The majority of other corner lot 
properties in the neighborhood do not have any fencing or have fencing that meets the current code 
required setbacks. The existing lot is similar to other corner lots in the neighborhood and throughout the 
Village. The granting of a Variation will establish a precedent that may result in additional Variation 
requests throughout the subdivision and Village that would prolong the concerns with visibility and 
aesthetics, instead of slowly correcting them. 

 
b. No other corner lot properties in the neighborhood have decks or accessory structures in the secondary 

front yard. A few have patios, which the proposed deck is similar to due to its low profile. If the deck stays 
within the legally permitted fenced area and does not extend further than ten feet (10’) into the secondary 
front yard, it will not be clearly visible from the public street. The granting of a Variation may establish a 
precedent that results in additional similar Variation requests throughout the subdivision and Village that 
can create visibility and aesthetic concerns. 

  
4. Additionally, the Zoning Board of Appeals shall also, in making its determination whether there are 

practical difficulties or particular hardships, take into consideration the extent to which the following facts 
favorable to the Petitioner have been established by the evidence: 
 

a. The particular physical surroundings, shape, or topographical condition of the specific property 
involved would result in a particular hardship upon the owner, as distinguished from a mere 
inconvenience, if the strict letter of the regulations were carried out; 
 

b. The conditions upon which the petition for a Variation is based would not be applicable, generally, 
to other property within the same zoning classification; 
 

c. The purpose of the Variation is not based exclusively upon a desire to make more money out of 
the property; 
 

d. The alleged difficulty or hardship has not been created by the owner of the property, or by a 
previous owner; 

 
i. Both Variation requests are based on a issue that is a result of an unpermitted and illegal 

deck that was constructed by the previous owner less than a year ago. Variations cannot be 
approved based on “hardships” created by property owners and each Variation needs to be 
looked at in regards to the standards as if no unpermitted situation currently exists. 

 
e. The granting of the Variation will not be detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to other 

property or improvements in the neighborhood in which the property is located; and 
 

f. The proposed Variation will not impair an adequate supply of light and air to an adjacent property, 
or substantially increase the congestion in the public streets, or increase the danger of fire, or 
endanger the public safety, or substantially diminish or impair property values within the 
neighborhood. 
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MOTION TO CONSIDER  
 
If the Zoning Board of Appeals wishes to take action, an appropriate wording of the motions would read:  
 
 “…make a motion to recommend that the Village Board grant the following Variation(s) to the Petitioner, Stephanie & 
Matthew Russell: 
 

a. A Variation from Section III.J (Fence Regulations) of the Zoning Ordinance, to permit a six foot (6’) tall privacy 
fence to extend up to thirteen feet (13’) into the required secondary front yard at 7289 174th Place in the R-
4 (Single-Family Residential) Zoning District, consistent with the List of Submitted Plans as attached herein 
and adopt Findings of Fact as proposed by Village Staff, and as may be amended by the Zoning Board of 
Appeals at this meeting. 

 
with the following conditions: [if there are any conditions that the ZBA would like to add] 

 
 

b. A Variation from Section III.H.1 (Permitted Encroachments) of the Zoning Ordinance, to permit a 435.5 
square foot deck to encroach 13 feet (13’) into the required secondary front yard, where decks are not 
permitted and allow the deck to be setback 4.1 feet from property line instead of the required 5 foot 
minimum at 7289 174th Place in the R-4 (Single-Family Residential) Zoning District, consistent with the 
List of Submitted Plans as attached herein and adopt Findings of Fact as proposed by Village Staff, and as 
may be amended by the Zoning Board of Appeals at this meeting. 

 
with the following conditions: [if there are any conditions that the ZBA would like to add]” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LIST OF REVIEWED PLANS 
 
 

Submitted Sheet Name Prepared By Date On 
Sheet 

1 Plat of Survey Landmark Engineering, LLC 2/26/2018 
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Staff Exhibit A 

History of Fence Regulations Related to Corner Lots 

1956-2005 “Fences in which the opening between the materials of which the fence is constructed 
represent less than seventy (70) percent of the total surface may be erected to a height 
not exceeding four (4) feet along the boundaries of a lot, except that no such fence shall 
be erected within thirty (30) feet of a street intersection . Wire fences and other fences in 
which the openings between the materials of which the fence is constructed represent 
more than seventy (70) percent of the total fence area may be erected to a height of six 
(6) feet, except within thirty (30) feet of a street intersection.” 

2007-2009 Corner fences are allowed 10 feet into the required side yard similar to the current 
regulations and allowed to be 6 foot solid with Zoning Administrator review of 
visibility. 
 
“Fences not exceeding six (6) feet in height above natural grade level projecting not more 
than ten (10) feet into the required front setback on the side yard street frontage of a 
corner lot in a residential zoning district, provided that the Zoning Administrator or his 
designee determines that the provisions of Section III.G of this Ordinance will be 
maintained and that there will be no obstruction to the visibility of vehicular or 
pedestrian traffic. If the Zoning Administrator deems that such a visibility obstruction 
would occur, he may require that portions of or all of the fence be constructed of an 
open design, or of a shorter height, or a combination of both, or the Zoning 
Administrator may deny the request. The determination of the Zoning Ordinance may be 
appealed to the Zoning Board of Appeals pursuant to Section X.F of this Ordinance.” 

2011-2017 A chart was created which determined what accessory uses and structures could 
encroach within a required yard under certain situations. It was here when fences 6 
feet in height were permitted as an obstruction within 10 feet of the required 
secondary front yard. The Zoning Administrator was left to determine if the fence 
was a visibility obstruction and if it was required to obtain a Variation or not. This 
process and the standards attached resulted in the inconsistent enforcement of the 
zoning code requirements and numerous issues that created aesthetic and visibility 
concerns. 

2017-
Present 

Code Changes were initiated to determine what fences in the secondary front yard 
should be permitted going forward and to make the regulations clear to residents 
and staff. The new regulations were reviewed and revised by the Zoning Board of 
Appeals, Community Development Committee, and the Plan Commission. They 
were approved by the Village Board in January 2018. The result of the text 
amendments reduced allowable fences extending into the required secondary front 
yard to be a maximum 4 feet in height (4’6” posts) and open style (50% open to light 
and air). When approved it was known that there would be numerous fences that 
would become legal non-conforming in the Village and would need to come into 
compliance when their fence needed replacement or adjustment. 
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